3.3: Projectile Motion

Projectile motion is a form of motion where an object moves in parabolic path; the path that the object follows is called its trajectory.

learning objectives

• Assess the effect of angle and velocity on the trajectory of the projectile; derive maximum height using displacement

Initial Velocity

The initial velocity can be expressed as x components and y components:

\[
\begin{align}
\text{u}_x & = \text{u} \cos \theta \\
\text{u}_y & = \text{u} \sin \theta
\end{align}
\]

In this equation, \(\text{u}\) stands for initial velocity magnitude and \(\theta\) refers to projectile angle.
**Time of Flight**

The time of flight of a projectile motion is the time from when the object is projected to the time it reaches the surface. As we discussed previously, \( T \) depends on the initial velocity magnitude and the angle of the projectile:

\[
\begin{align}
T &= \frac{2u_y}{g} \\
T &= \frac{2u \sin \theta}{g}
\end{align}
\]

**Acceleration**

In projectile motion, there is no acceleration in the horizontal direction. The acceleration, \( \mathbf{a} \), in the vertical direction is just due to gravity, also known as free fall:

\[
\begin{align}
a_x &= 0 \\
a_y &= -g
\end{align}
\]

**Velocity**

The horizontal velocity remains constant, but the vertical velocity varies linearly, because the acceleration is constant. At any time, \( \mathbf{t} \), the velocity is:

\[
\begin{align}
u_x &= u \cos \theta \\
u_y &= u \sin \theta - gt
\end{align}
\]

You can also use the Pythagorean Theorem to find velocity:

\[ u = \sqrt{u_x^2 + u_y^2} \]

**Displacement**

At time, \( \mathbf{t} \), the displacement components are:

\[
\begin{align}
x &= u \cos \theta \ t \\
y &= u \sin \theta \ t - \frac{1}{2} gt^2
\end{align}
\]

The equation for the magnitude of the displacement is \( \Delta r = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2} \).

**Parabolic Trajectory**

We can use the displacement equations in the x and y direction to obtain an equation for the parabolic form of a projectile motion:

\[ y = \tan \theta \ x - \frac{u^2 \sin^2 \theta}{2g} \]
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Maximum Height

The maximum height is reached when \(v_y = 0\). Using this we can rearrange the velocity equation to find the time it will take for the object to reach maximum height

\[
t_h = \frac{u \sin \theta}{g}
\]

where \(t_h\) stands for the time it takes to reach maximum height. From the displacement equation we can find the maximum height

\[
h = \frac{u^2 \sin^2 \theta}{2g}
\]

Range

The range of the motion is fixed by the condition \(y = 0\). Using this we can rearrange the parabolic motion equation to find the range of the motion:

\[
R = \frac{u^2 \sin 2 \theta}{g}
\]

Range of Trajectory: The range of a trajectory is shown in this figure.

Projectiles at an Angle: This video gives a clear and simple explanation of how to solve a problem on Projectiles Launched
at an Angle. I try to go step by step through this difficult problem to layout how to solve it in a super clear way. 2D kinematic problems take time to solve, take notes on the order of how I solved it. Best wishes. Tune into my other videos for more help. Peace.

In projectile motion, an object moves in parabolic path; the path the object follows is called its trajectory.

learning objectives

- Identify which components are essential in determining projectile motion of an object

We have previously discussed projectile motion and its key components and basic equations. Using that information, we can solve many problems involving projectile motion. Before we do this, let’s review some of the key factors that will go into this problem-solving.

What is Projectile Motion?

Projectile motion is when an object moves in a bilaterally symmetrical, parabolic path. The path that the object follows is called its trajectory. Projectile motion only occurs when there is one force applied at the beginning, after which the only influence on the trajectory is that of gravity.

What are the Key Components of Projectile Motion?

The key components that we need to remember in order to solve projectile motion problems are:

- Initial launch angle, \( \theta \)
- Initial velocity, \( u \)
- Time of flight, \( T \)
- Acceleration, \( a \)
- Horizontal velocity, \( v_x \)
- Vertical velocity, \( v_y \)
- Displacement, \( d \)
- Maximum height, \( H \)
- Range, \( R \)

How To Solve Any Projectile Motion Problem (The Toolbox Method): Introducing the “Toolbox” method of solving projectile motion problems! Here we use kinematic equations and modify with initial conditions to generate a “toolbox” of equations with which to solve a classic three-part projectile motion problem.
Now, let’s look at two examples of problems involving projectile motion.

Example 1:

Let’s say you are given an object that needs to clear two posts of equal height separated by a specific distance. Refer to for this example. The projectile is thrown at $25 \sqrt{2}$ m/s at an angle of $45^\circ$. If the object is to clear both posts, each with a height of 30m, find the minimum: (a) position of the launch on the ground in relation to the posts and (b) the separation between the posts. For simplicity’s sake, use a gravity constant of 10. Problems of any type in physics are much easier to solve if you list the things that you know (the “givens”).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Diagram for Example 1:} & \text{ Use this figure as a reference to solve example 1. The problem is to make sure the object is able to clear both posts.} \\
\text{Solution:} & \text{ The first thing we need to do is figure out at what time } t \text{ the object reaches the specified height. Since the motion is in a parabolic shape, this will occur twice: once when traveling upward, and again when the object is traveling downward. For this we can use the equation of displacement in the vertical direction, } y = y_0 - (v_y \cdot t) - \frac{1}{2} g t^2: \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{We substitute in the appropriate variables:} & \text{ } \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Therefore:} & \text{ } \\
\end{align*}
\]
We can use the quadratic equation to find that the roots of this equation are 2s and 3s. This means that the projectile will reach 30m after 2s, on its way up, and after 3s, on its way down.

**Example 2**

An object is launched from the base of an incline, which is at an angle of 30°. If the launch angle is 60° from the horizontal and the launch speed is 10 m/s, what is the total flight time? The following information is given: \( u=10 \frac{m}{s}; \theta=60°; g=10 \frac{m}{s^2} \).

**Diagram for Example 2:** When dealing with an object in projectile motion on an incline, we first need to use the given information to reorient the coordinate system in order to have the object launch and fall on the same surface.

Solution: In order to account for the incline angle, we have to reorient the coordinate system so that the points of projection and return are on the same level. The angle of projection with respect to the \( \sin (θ) \) direction is \( \sin (θ−α) \), and the acceleration in the \( \cos (θ) \) direction is \( \cos (θ−α) \). We replace \( \sin (θ) \) with \( \sin (θ−α) \) and \( \cos (θ) \) with \( \cos (θ−α) \):

\[
T = \frac{2u \sin (θ−α)}{g \cos (α)} = \frac{20 \sin (30)}{10 \cos (30)} = \frac{2}{\sqrt{3}} \text{s}
\]

An object launched horizontally at a height \( H \) travels a range \( v_0 \sqrt{\frac{2H}{g}} \) during a time of flight \( \sqrt{\frac{2H}{g}} \).

**Learning objectives**

- Explain the relationship between the range and the time of flight
Projectile motion is a form of motion where an object moves in a parabolic path. The path followed by the object is called its trajectory. Projectile motion occurs when a force is applied at the beginning of the trajectory for the launch (after this the projectile is subject only to the gravity).

One of the key components of the projectile motion, and the trajectory it follows, is the initial launch angle. The angle at which the object is launched dictates the range, height, and time of flight the object will experience while in projectile motion. Shows different paths for the same object being launched at the same initial velocity and different launch angles. As illustrated by the figure, the larger the initial launch angle and maximum height, the longer the flight time of the object.

**Projectile Trajectories**: The launch angle determines the range and maximum height that an object will experience after being launched. This image shows that path of the same object being launched at the same speed but different angles.

We have previously discussed the effects of different launch angles on range, height, and time of flight. However, what happens if there is no angle, and the object is just launched horizontally? It makes sense that the object should be launched at a certain height ($H$), otherwise it wouldn’t travel very far before hitting the ground. Let’s examine how an object launched horizontally at a height $H$ travels. In our case is when $\alpha$ is 0.

**Projectile motion**: Projectile moving following a parabola. Initial launch angle is $\alpha$, and the velocity is $v_0$.
**Duration of Flight**

There is no vertical component in the initial velocity \( (\mathfrak{v}_0) \) because the object is launched horizontally. Since the object travels distance \( (\mathfrak{H}) \) in the vertical direction before it hits the ground, we can use the kinematic equation for the vertical motion:

\[
(\mathfrak{y}\mathfrak{−}\mathfrak{y}_0)=−\mathfrak{H}=0?T−\dfrac{1}{2}gT^2
\]

Here, \( (\mathfrak{T}) \) is the duration of the flight before the object hits the ground. Therefore:

\[
\mathfrak{T}=\sqrt{\dfrac{2\mathfrak{H}}{g}}
\]

**Range**

In the horizontal direction, the object travels at a constant speed \( (\mathfrak{v}_0) \) during the flight. Therefore, the range \( (\mathfrak{R}) \) (in the horizontal direction) is given as:

\[
\mathfrak{R}=\mathfrak{v}_0?\mathfrak{T}=\mathfrak{v}_0\sqrt{\dfrac{2\mathfrak{H}}{g}}
\]

The initial launch angle (0-90 degrees) of an object in projectile motion dictates the range, height, and time of flight of that object.

Learning objectives

- Choose the appropriate equation to find range, maximum height, and time of flight

Projectile motion is a form of motion where an object moves in a bilaterally symmetrical, parabolic path. The path that the object follows is called its trajectory. Projectile motion only occurs when there is one force applied at the beginning of the trajectory, after which the only interference is from gravity.

One of the key components of projectile motion and the trajectory that it follows is the initial launch angle. This angle can be anywhere from 0 to 90 degrees. The angle at which the object is launched dictates the range, height, and time of flight it will experience while in projectile motion. Shows different paths for the same object launched at the same initial velocity at different launch angles. As you can see from the figure, the larger the initial launch angle, the closer the object comes to maximum height and the longer the flight time. The largest range will be experienced at a launch angle up to 45 degrees.
**Launch Angle**: The launch angle determines the range and maximum height that an object will experience after being launched. This image shows that path of the same object being launched at the same velocity but different angles.

The range, maximum height, and time of flight can be found if you know the initial launch angle and velocity, using the following equations:

\[
\begin{align}
R & = \frac{v_i^2 \sin^2 \theta_i}{g} \\
h & = \frac{v_i^2 \sin^2 \theta_i}{2g} \\
T & = \frac{2v_i \sin \theta_i}{g}
\end{align}
\]

Where \( R \) – Range, \( h \) – maximum height, \( T \) – time of flight, \( v_i \) – initial velocity, \( \theta_i \) – initial launch angle, \( g \) – gravity.

Now that we understand how the launch angle plays a major role in many other components of the trajectory of an object in projectile motion, we can apply that knowledge to making an object land where we want it. If there is a certain distance, \( d \), that you want your object to go and you know the initial velocity at which it will be launched, the initial launch angle required to get it that distance is called the angle of reach. It can be found using the following equation:

\[
\theta = \frac{1}{2} \sin^{-1}\left(\frac{gd}{v^2}\right)
\]

**Projectile motion** is a form of motion where an object moves in a bilaterally symmetrical, parabolic path. The path that the object follows is called its trajectory.

**learning objectives**

- Construct a model of projectile motion by including time of flight, maximum height, and range

---

**What is Projectile Motion?**

Projectile motion is a form of motion where an object moves in a bilaterally symmetrical, parabolic path. The path that the object follows is called its trajectory. Projectile motion only occurs when there is one force applied at the beginning on the trajectory, after which the only interference is from gravity. In this atom we are going to discuss what the various components of an object in projectile motion are, we will discuss the basic equations that go along with them in another atom, “Basic Equations and Parabolic Path”
Key Components of Projectile Motion:

**Time of Flight, T:**

The time of flight of a projectile motion is exactly what it sounds like. It is the time from when the object is projected to the time it reaches the surface. The time of flight depends on the initial velocity of the object and the angle of the projection, \( \theta \). When the point of projection and point of return are on the same horizontal plane, the net vertical displacement of the object is zero.

**Symmetry:**

All projectile motion happens in a bilaterally symmetrical path, as long as the point of projection and return occur along the same horizontal surface. Bilateral symmetry means that the motion is symmetrical in the vertical plane. If you were to draw a straight vertical line from the maximum height of the trajectory, it would mirror itself along this line.

**Maximum Height, H:**

The maximum height of an object in a projectile trajectory occurs when the vertical component of velocity, \( v_y \), equals zero. As the projectile moves upwards it goes against gravity, and therefore the velocity begins to decelerate. Eventually the vertical velocity will reach zero, and the projectile is accelerated downward under gravity immediately. Once the projectile reaches its maximum height, it begins to accelerate downward. This is also the point where you would draw a vertical line of symmetry.

**Range of the Projectile, R:**

The range of the projectile is the displacement in the horizontal direction. There is no acceleration in this direction since gravity only acts vertically. Shows the line of range. Like time of flight and maximum height, the range of the projectile is a function of initial speed.
Range: The range of a projectile motion, as seen in this image, is independent of the forces of gravity.

- Objects that are projected from, and land on the same horizontal surface will have a vertically symmetrical path.
- The time it takes from an object to be projected and land is called the time of flight. This depends on the initial velocity of the projectile and the angle of projection.
- When the projectile reaches a vertical velocity of zero, this is the maximum height of the projectile and then gravity will take over and accelerate the object downward.
- The horizontal displacement of the projectile is called the range of the projectile, and depends on the initial velocity of the object.
- When solving problems involving projectile motion, we must remember all the key components of the motion and the basic equations that go along with them.
- Using that information, we can solve many different types of problems as long as we can analyze the information we are given and use the basic equations to figure it out.
- To clear two posts of equal height, and to figure out what the distance between these posts is, we need to remember that the trajectory is a parabolic shape and that there are two different times at which the object will reach the height of the posts.
- When dealing with an object in projectile motion on an incline, we first need to use the given information to reorientate the coordinate system in order to have the object launch and fall on the same surface.
- For the zero launch angle, there is no vertical component in the initial velocity.
- The duration of the flight before the object hits the ground is given as $T = \sqrt{\frac{2H}{g}}$.
- In the horizontal direction, the object travels at a constant speed $v_0$ during the flight. The range $R$ (in the horizontal direction) is given as: $R = v_0 \cdot T = v_0 \sqrt{\frac{2H}{g}}$.
- If the same object is launched at the same initial velocity, the height and time of flight will increase proportionally to the initial launch angle.
- An object launched into projectile motion will have an initial launch angle anywhere from 0 to 90 degrees.
- The range of an object, given the initial launch angle and initial velocity is found with: $R = \frac{v_i^2 \sin^2 \theta_i}{g}$.
- The maximum height of an object, given the initial launch angle and initial velocity is found with: $H = \frac{v_i^2 \sin^2 \theta_i}{2g}$. 
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\( h = \dfrac{v_i^2 \sin^2 \theta_i}{2g} \).

- The time of flight of an object, given the initial launch angle and initial velocity is found with: \( T = \dfrac{2v_i \sin \theta}{g} \).

- The angle of reach is the angle the object must be launched at in order to achieve a specific distance: \( \theta = \dfrac{1}{2} \sin^{-1} \left( \dfrac{gd}{v^2} \right) \).

- Objects that are projected from and land on the same horizontal surface will have a path symmetric about a vertical line through a point at the maximum height of the projectile.

- The time it takes from an object to be projected and land is called the time of flight. It depends on the initial velocity of the projectile and the angle of projection.

- The maximum height of the projectile is when the projectile reaches zero vertical velocity. From this point the vertical component of the velocity vector will point downwards.

- The horizontal displacement of the projectile is called the range of the projectile and depends on the initial velocity of the object.

- If an object is projected at the same initial speed, but two complementary angles of projection, the range of the projectile will be the same.

- **trajectory**: The path of a body as it travels through space.

- **symmetrical**: Exhibiting symmetry; having harmonious or proportionate arrangement of parts; having corresponding parts or relations.

- **reorientate**: to orientate anew; to cause to face a different direction

- **gravity**: Resultant force on Earth’s surface, of the attraction by the Earth’s masses, and the centrifugal pseudo-force caused by the Earth’s rotation.

- **bilateral symmetry**: the property of being symmetrical about a vertical plane
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